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Ukrainian Academics in the Times of War

Anatoly V. Oleksiyenkoi

On February 24, 2022, Russia launched a brutal full-scale war of
aggression against Ukraine. Eight years after the invasion of the Crimea
and Donbas, the Russian government acted on Vladimir Putin’s assertions
that Ukraine is not (and should not be) a country – a view deeply ingrained
in propaganda-addled Russian popular opinion, to attempt to obliterate
the Ukrainian state and identity. The Russian army has been bombing
Ukrainian cities, including residential areas, universities and schools.
Russian soldiers have been killing, raping, and torturing thousands of
civilians, including children, their mothers and grandparents. More than
four million Ukrainian citizens, mostly women, children and the elderly,
fled to Poland, Romania, Hungary, and other countries in the EU and
beyond. Forty million people, including female and male members of the
armed forces, medical workers, teachers and nurses, stayed back in the
hope that they would be able to survive, resist and defeat the Russian
aggressor.
Ukrainian professors and students have been integral participants
in the unfolding tragedy and heroic fight for survival. Some joined the
territorial defense or regular army battalions to defend their country.
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Others launched various humanitarian projects, fundraising campaigns,
and refugee support groups. Those who could, continued to teach. Many
also joined the info-war, defusing misinformation and propaganda, and
informing their colleagues in Russia and other countries about
#PutinWarCrimes (a hashtag trending on social media for weeks).
As the Russian blitzkrieg failed, and turned into lengthy and
debilitating combat resulting in staggering devastation and death,
Ukrainian scholars and university administrators have been pressed to
think strategically about their future engagements with Russia and the
world. For many, Ukrainian-Russian relations have no future, and they do
not want to participate in anything that triggers memories of Russia.
Their choice is driven by ongoing civilian massacres and intentional
destruction of Ukraine’s cultural heritage. Ukrainian hospitals, schools,
universities and museums are being razed to rubble. A theatre sheltering
civilians in Mariupol was bombed killing many of those inside. In the
invaded regions, buses and cars transporting civilian refugees have been
mowed down. Hit squads roamed around hunting down and shooting
civic leaders, teachers, teacher trainers, and professors. Horror stories are
piling up from cities such as Mariupol and Bucha. A medical doctor in
Zaporizhia, for instance, reported that girls released from occupied
Mariupol, the oldest of whom was ten years old, had recto-vaginal tears.
Reports of mass graves in Bucha triggered global outrage, inflamed even
more when the Russian government began to twist the truth and shift
blame onto the West and NATO, in addition to ordering the use of mobile
crematoria to hide their war crimes in places that have yet to be liberated.
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Who would want to offer any words of appeasement amidst these
atrocities? What kind of a university professor?
Disbelief grew as the Russian Union of Rectors, representing 700
rectors and university presidents, proclaimed full and patriotic support
for the fascist regime in their country (Lem, 2022). Many Russian analysts
used their academic authority to shore up Putin’s pseudo-historical and
neo-fascist arguments denying Ukraine’s right to exist, and justifying the
use of force to “de-Nazify” people like President Zelenskyy, who cherishes
his Jewish heritage and whose grandfather fought in the Red Army during
World War II. In Kharkiv, a 96-year-old Holocaust survivor, Borys
Romanchenko, was killed by the Russian shelling. In Kyiv, five people were
killed when a Russian missile struck the Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial,
the site of one of the largest World War II mass graves in Europe. Russian
soldiers burned books on Ukrainian history and culture, destroyed
monuments of Ukraine’s historical figures, and eliminated documented
evidence of the Soviet genocide of Ukrainian people. Among the losses
was the Ukrainian Security Service archive in Chernihiv, which housed
more than 12,000 folders about the KGB and the repression of the
Ukrainian population by the Soviet regime, including during the
Holodomor. In despair, some Ukrainian scholars still believed that it might
make sense to engage Russian academic opposition into international
dialogues and help them amplify messages on the Russian fascist regime
and its war crimes. Other Ukrainian scholars, however, raised concerns
about security in international S&T projects, given heightened FSB control
over Russian scientists and students since the start of the war. In addition
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to calling for the termination of joint projects with Russians, academic
activists took part in letter writing to international scientific associations,
asking them to revoke Russian membership, as well as conference
participation and facilitation.
Some prominent Western universities terminated or suspended
their collaborative agreements and programs with Russia. “The European
University Association – the continent’s largest university lobby –
announced it had suspended 12 [Russian] member institutions whose
heads had signed the letter, which it said was “diametrically opposed to
the European values that they committed to when joining EUA” (Lem,
2022). Meanwhile, a range of universities opened new places, services
and scholarships to support Ukrainian scholars and students at risk.
Erudera.com, “the world’s first education search platform backed by AI”
listed over 70 universities in 20 countries providing such support.
Numerous scholars in the West circulated information about research
positions and scholarships in their sponsored projects, welcoming their
Ukrainian peers and offering resources to help displaced scholars settle
in at their universities. These engagements reflected the growing
solidarity of the global liberal order, and were indicative of a moral stance
taken by both politicians and academics. Despite their competing
worldviews

and

all-to-frequent

reliance

on

intellectually

lazy

“whataboutism”, the academic community in democratic countries has
been remarkably united in taking a zero-tolerance stance toward Russian
war crimes. In an effort to counter Russian propaganda, Ukrainian
scholars organized numerous seminars and webinars to answer questions
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regarding Ukraine’s politics, history, and culture. New publications and
podcasts in a variety of languages sprang up. Ukrainian scholars also
launched special issues in journals, and began to consider approaches to
de-russifying the Ukrainian identity and narratives.
These endeavors revealed the enormity of the challenge of
deconstructing Russian propaganda and myths about Ukraine, and the
dominance of Russo-centric analysis propelled by Western scholars
influenced by Soviet studies and captivated by Russia. The expansion of
the “Russian world” after the Soviet demise (i.e., the Russo-centric
narratives controlled and promoted by Russian embassies and their
agents abroad, and funded by Russian petrodollars) left a significant
imprint on the Western psyche. As the prominent historian and public
intellectual Anne Applebaum (2022, March 29) noted (with subsequent
support from such influential public figures as former US Ambassador to
Russia, Professor Michael McFaul of Stanford University), “these Russian
attitudes are often reflected in Europe and the US, where anyone who
studied Russian also imbibed the Moscow view of history. Most of the
great Western historians writing about Russia (for example Kotkin) were
never interested in Ukraine”. Instead, a fascination with Russian ballet,
literature (focusing on several mainstream writers like Dostoyvesky), and
Russians’ penchant for champagne and caviar, kept the cerebral West
excited, intrigued and drawn into the orbits of the “world” created by
Russian soft power managers. The Sputnik syndrome and memories of
the Cold War, governed by the doctrine of mutual assured destruction,
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kept the Euro-Atlantic imagination focused on appeasing, instead of
dethroning the Russian tyrant.
Global solidarity in defense of democracy was often overlooked in
the past (Applebaum, 2022). In the present, as Mounk (2022, March 31)
remarks, the international solidarity is not consistently assured. After a
debate on German TV, the Johns Hopkins University professor noted:
“there is a complacent faith that Putin's invasion of Ukraine has finally
shocked Europeans out of their long-standing habit of appeasing dictators
and prioritizing their economic self-interest. I have long worried that this
is naive. Tonight, my concern increased tenfold.” Many illiberal
governments also hesitated to support Ukraine and as the voting results
in the United Nations Human Rights Council showed – a significant
number of authoritarian regimes, primarily in developing countries, were
more supportive of Russia than Ukraine.
Nonetheless, the David-Goliath battle waged by the heroic
Ukrainians has certainly shaken the Western world’s easy complicity, as
well as the myths of Russian superiority. The Ukrainians’ fight, often
without proper weapons, but with courage and firm loyalty to the ideas
of freedom and democracy, time and again demonstrates that imperial
constructs cannot have a future. Among the lessons we are learning now
is that the solidarity of Western intellectuals, professors, artists, athletes
and other public figures can have an exceptional impact globally.
Together with Ukrainian partners, they were able to create pressure on
their governments to provide military and financial support in the most
critical moments of the Russian invasion, and thus facilitated
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opportunities for the Ukrainian civil society to defend itself. Yale
Professor Timothy Snyder has argued that “Ukrainian history is
exceptional only insofar as it embodies major trends with unusual
intensity.” It seems that the trends it is inspiring now will lead to longterm resilience and global solidarity for democracy.
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